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Abstract The Wi-Fi technology is quickly being adopted
by new types of devices that pose stringent requirements in
terms of energy efficiency. In order to address these require-
ments the IEEE 802.11 group developed in the recent years
several power saving protocols, that are today widely used
among devices like smartphones. In this paper we study, by
means of analysis and simulation, the effect that these power
saving protocols have on the performance/energy trade-off
experienced by long lived TCP traffic. Our study unveils
that the efficiency of Wi-Fi power saving protocols criti-
cally depends on the bottleneck bandwidth experienced by
a TCP connection. Based on the obtained insights, we de-
sign and evaluate a novel algorithm, BA-TA, which runs in
a Wi-Fi station, does not require any modification to exist-
ing 802.11 standards, and using only information available
at layer two,improvesthe performance/energy trade off of
long lived TCP connections, whilst also exhibiting a notable
performance with Web traffic and TCP Streaming.

Keywords Wireless LAN· Power Saving· TCP · MAC
Layer

1 Introduction

Since its conception the Wi-Fi technology has expanded into
a wide variety of devices and applications. In particular, there
is nowadays an emerging trend towards embedding Wi-Fi in
all kind of battery powered devices, which pose stringent
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requirements on energy efficiency. Among these devices,
smartphones are a prominent device class [1].

Being aware of the importance of energy efficiency, the
IEEE 802.11 group developed a set of technologies tailored
to fulfill this requirement. For instance, the 802.11 standard
[3] defined a basic power save mode that allows stations
to switch off their radio during inactivity periods in order
to save power. When this protocol is used an Access Point
(AP) buffers incoming data for the sleeping stations, and pe-
riodically notifies them about their buffered data using the
Beacon frame, typically sent every 100ms. A power saving
station wakes up to receive the Beacon frame and retrieves
its buffered data by sending a PS-Poll frame to the AP. In
addition, this basic power save mode was later enhanced by
defining theUnscheduledAutomatic Power Save Delivery
APSD (U-APSD) protocol. The main difference between U-
APSD and the original 802.11 power save mode is that in
order to retrieve their buffered data, U-APSD stations can
proactively trigger the AP instead of waiting for the Beacon
frame. In addition, U-APSD allows an AP to deliver multi-
ple buffered frames upon receiving a single trigger frame1

from the station. The interested reader is referred to [4] and
[5] for a detailed description of these power saving proto-
cols.

It was however soon realized that the operation of Wi-Fi
power saving protocols could be detrimental to the perfor-
mance of data applications. In order to address this concern,
a common practice in the industry is to configure a Wi-Fi de-
vice to operate in power save mode only until there is traffic
to be sent, and then switch to active mode2 until a timeout
expires without having sent or received any traffic. An obvi-

1 In U-APSD both signaling frames called QoS Nulls and regular
data frames trigger the delivery of buffered data from the AP.

2 In order to switch between active mode and power save mode, a
station sets or unsets the Power Management bit in frames sent to the
AP.
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ous drawback of this approach though, is that when there is
a continuous flow of traffic, the device stays all the time in
active mode, achieving no energy saving.

Several works in the literature have tried to optimize the
trade off between application performance and energy ef-
ficiency in Wi-Fi devices. Among the initial work in this
field, [6] pointed out that Wi-Fi power saving protocols may
heavily slow down data applications like Web, and proposed
a layer two algorithm that allowed to bound the introduced
slow down with a limited amount of extra power consump-
tion. Thisinitial work was further extended in [7]. More re-
cently, in [8], anOpportunistic power save methodwas pro-
posed whereby Wi-Fi stations dynamically switch between
active mode and power save mode. The algorithm proposed
therein though, requires modifications to the 802.11 stan-
dard and it only considers the transmission of short files.
Other authors, like [9] and [10], took a different approach
and proposed to enhance energy efficiency for specific ap-
plications making use of cross-layer mechanisms. For in-
stance, in [9] the authors introduced a middle-ware entity to
convey information about the activity of the applications to
the MAC layer, in order to maximize sleeping periods. In
[10] a cross-layer method was proposed that adjusts the ad-
vertised window field in TCP ACKs in order to shape TCP
transmissions in bursts and maximize sleeping periods. No-
tice though that relaying on cross-layer techniques may hin-
der the deployment of the proposed solutions.

A different body of work has dealt with the problem of
improving energy efficiency in Wi-Fi for real-time applica-
tions, e.g. VoIP and Video. In this context [11] and [12] have
proposed algorithms that dynamically adapt the trigger in-
terval used by a Wi-Fi station according to the characteris-
tics of the applications.

Finally, the authors in [13], [14] and [15], proposed to
improve energy efficiency in Wi-Fi clients by having a Wi-
Fi AP schedule the moment where stations retrieve their
buffered data in order to minimize the contention required
to access the channel. Although this approach can certainly
improve energy efficiency, it usually requires modifications
to the 802.11 standard, and hence Wi-Fi clients attached to
legacy APs cannot benefit from them.

Our work in this paper focuses on studying the detailed
interactions between Wi-Fi power saving protocols and long
lived TCP connections. Notice that the use of long lived
TCP connections in battery constrained devices is gaining
momentum with the advent of cloud-based applications that
seamlessly synchronize content among devices3, and with
the increased usage of remote applications updates in mobile
operative systems. In addition, popular content providersalso
distribute some forms of Video4 as traditional TCP file trans-

3 DropBoxor iCloud are popular examples of such applications [2].
4 The study presented in [16] reports that YouTube delivers Flash

HD videos as file transfers. Other video formats though are transmitted

fers [16]. To the best of our knowledge this is the first paper
in the state of the art attempting such a detailed study.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

– We study by means of analysis and simulations, the ef-
fect that Wi-Fi power saving protocols have on the per-
formance/energy trade off of long lived TCP traffic. Our
study unveils that the efficiency of Wi-Fi power saving
protocols critically depends on the bottleneck bandwidth
experienced by a TCP connection.

– Based on the obtained insight, we design and evaluate
a novel algorithm, BA-TA, that runs in a Wi-Fi station,
does not require any modification to existing 802.11 stan-
dards, and using only information available at layer two,
enhancesthe performance/energy trade-off experienced
by long-lived TCP connections, whilst exhibiting a no-
table performance with Web traffic and TCP Streaming.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 analyses
the effects of Wi-Fi power saving protocols on long lived
TCP traffic. Based on the insights obtained in this section,
Section 3 introduces the design of our BA-TA algorithm,
which is then thoroughly evaluated in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 summarizes and concludes this paper.

2 TCP performance overWi-Fi PSM

In order to study the performance of TCP over Wi-Fi power
saving protocols we consider the scenario depicted in Figure
1. This scenario represents a typical deployment, where a
battery limited handheld device accesses the Internet through
a Wi-Fi Access Point (AP), which is in turn provisioned by
an access technology, typically xDSL. Our goal is to study
the performance/energy trade-off achieved by Wi-Fi power
saving protocols when used with data applications. In par-
ticular, we focus on long lived TCP connections5, since the
effect of power saving protocols on short lived connections,
like Web, has already been thoroughly studied in the liter-
ature [6]. In our study, we have modeled a long lived TCP
connection using a 50MB file transfer, which is close to the
median size of a video file in the Internet [22], and have used
TCP New Reno as transport protocol6.

As it will be shown throughout this section, the perfor-
mance of such a file tansfer depends on several key parame-
ters in the scenario depicted in Figure 1, e.g. the bandwidth

using modified TCP connections, e.g. using bandwidth throttling or
block sending.

5 We define long lived connections as those that enter congestion
avoidance.

6 Notice that although other TCP versions like TCP Cubic [18] are
currently being deployed in major operative systems, we justify our
election of TCP New Reno on the fact that these new TCP versions
behave in a TCP-friendly way, i.e. like New Reno, in low bandwidth
delay products like the ones considered in this work.
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Fig. 1 Scenario under study

DL/UL Rate Description
Slow DSL 1Mbps/128Kbps Close to the average con-

nection speed in China
[21].

Fast DSL 16Mbps/1Mbps Close to the average con-
nection speed in South Ko-
rea and also a common
DSL offer in Europe [21].

WiFi
Bottleneck 100Mbps/100Mbps

Speeds in this range repre-
sent FTTH deployments in
South Korea or Japan [21].

Table 1 Access Technologies under study

of the access and Wi-Fi networks, the amount of available
buffering, or the Round Trip Time (RTT) experienced by the
connection. In order to analyze the influence of these param-
eters, we study the scenario depicted in Figure 1 by means
of packet level simulations using OPNET [17].

Regarding the choice of access technology, we select
three representative scenarios that capture today’s heteroge-
neous broadband market. In particular, the selected scenar-
ios span from what are nowadays considered slow access
technologies to what are considered fast access technolo-
gies. These scenarios are described in Table 1.

The choice of the Wi-Fi technology is another important
factor to consider when studying the performance of power
saving protocols. However, there is also a wide variation in
today’s deployed Wi-Fi technologies, ranging from legacy
802.11b networks to 802.11n networks. Therefore, we con-
sider in our study that the Wi-Fi network depicted in Figure
1 can operate according to two different configurations: i)
a Slow Wi-Ficonfiguration, where a low over-the-air prior-
ity is used and no Transmission Opportunities (TXOP) are
allowed7, and ii) aFast Wi-Fi configuration, where a high
over-the-air priority is used and TXOPs are allowed. The
used Wi-Fi configurations are described in Table 2.

For each of the previous scenarios we will evaluate the
performance/energy trade-off of a generic file tansfer, using
two different algorithms. The first one represents the com-
mon industry practice of switching toActive Modeonce traf-
fic is detected, which should be optimal in terms of perfor-

7 TXOPs allow a Wi-Fi device to transmit several frames with a
single access to the channel, hence significantly reducing overhead.

Data/Ctrl Rate AIFS/CWmin/CWmax/TXOP
Slow WiFi 54/24 Mbps 3/15/1023/0ms
Fast WiFi 130/24 Mbps 2/7/15/3ms

Table 2 Wi-Fi Configurations under study

mance. Hereafter we refer to this algorithm as theActive
Modealgorithm. The second algorithm consists of having
the station all the time in power save mode, which should
be optimal in terms of energy. We refer to this algorithm as
theWi-Fi PSMalgorithm. In particular, we use U-APSD as
Wi-Fi power saving protocol, where the station wakes up at
every Beacon to check if there is buffered traffic and in that
case retrieves it using a single signaling trigger. More details
on this U-APSD implementation can be found in [5].

In order to evaluate energy consumption, we make use
of a well known model for Wi-Fi chipsets that consists of
four basic power states: Sleep, Listen, Reception and Trans-
mission. Energy is computed by integrating the power that
a Wi-Fi device spends in each of the previous states over a
certain target time, which in our evaluation will be the time
to transfer a file. The power consumption values used are
shown in Table 3 [23].

Broadcom 4311TM Sleep Listen Rx Tx
Power (mW) 20 390 1500 2000

Table 3 Power consumption levels used in our study

Finally, for each of the scenarios and algorithms under
study, we have performed two different experiments that rep-
resent the different conditions that may be experienced by a
TCP connection. Specifically:

– Buffer Experiment, where we configureRTTbase = 20ms

in Figure 18, and vary theamount ofbuffering available
in the DSLAM or in the AP (depending on the consid-
ered scenario), from 20 to 160 packets. Notice that given
the potential harm caused by large buffers, also known as
Bufferbloat[19], [25], it is important to asses the perfor-
mance delivered by the protocols under study with small
buffers.

– RTT experiment, where we fix the buffering available in
the DSLAM and AP to 50 packets and 100 packets re-
spectively, and vary the value ofRTTbase in Figure 1
from 10ms to 310ms.

The simulation results shown in this paper have been ob-
tained considering at least 10 simulation runs. In addition
the depicted average values are plotted with their correspon-
dent 95% confidence intervals.

8 Typical RTT in a domestic Internet path [20].
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2.1 Buffer Experiment

We start analyzing the results of our first experiment, where
we fix RTTbase = 20ms in Figure 1 and vary the amount
of buffering available in the DSLAM and in the AP in our
scenarios under study.

2.1.1 Slow DSL scenario

The upper graphs in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) depict respec-
tively the throughput and energy consumption experienced
by a Wi-Fi station when retrieving a 50MB file from a server
located in the Internet, as depicted in Figure 1. It is clearly
seen in these figures how all the algorithms under study de-
liver a similar throughput, which corresponds to the bottle-
neck bandwidth (1 Mbps), and how being in power save
mode during the file tansfer drastically reduces the energy
required by the Wi-Fi station to retrieve the file (up to a five
fold decrease).

In order to understand whyWi-Fi PSM achieves such
a significant energy reduction with no penalty in terms of
throughput, Figure 3(a) depicts the time evolution of the
TCP congestion window (blue line), the queue occupancies
at the DSLAM (red line) and the Wi-Fi AP (black line), and
the power state of the Wi-Fi station (awake or sleep) dur-
ing the file tansfer. We can see in the graph, how the Wi-Fi
station wakes up right before the Beacon is sent (dotted ver-
tical lines in the graph), quickly empties the AP buffer using
the high bandwidth available in the Wi-Fi network, and ef-
ficiently sleeps until the next Beacon. Instead, in theActive
Mode algorithm, the Wi-Fi station stays most of the time
awake but inactive, waiting for the next TCP packet9.

The key to understand why theon/off behavior intro-
duced by the power saving protocol does not reduce perfor-
mance, is to realize that in this experiment the bottleneck
queue (red line in Figure 3(a))never gets empty. Thus, a
necessary condition to avoid degrading throughput inWi-
Fi PSM, is that the TCP source’s congestion window (here-
after referred to ascwnd) needs to grow big enough in or-
der to compensate for the increased RTT introduced by the
power saving protocol, i.e.RTTeff = ⌈RTTbase

BI
⌉BI, where

RTTeff stands for effective RTT,BI is the Beacon interval
andRTTbase is depicted in Figure 1. Thus, the minimum
cwnd, in MTU-sized packets, required to avoid any through-
put degradation equals to:

cwnd >
RTTeff ×RDSLDL

MTU
=

⌈RTTbase

BI
⌉BI ×RDSLDL

MTU
(1)

9 The transmission time of a1.5KB packet over a1Mbps DSL line
is 12ms.

Given the low speed of the DSL link (RDSLDL
= 1Mbps)

and the smallRTTbase (20ms) considered in this scenario,
Equation 1 results incwnd > 8.53 packets, which is easily
achieved given the considered buffer sizes.

2.1.2 Fast DSL scenario

We now repeat the previous experiment in theFast DSLsce-
nario. Throughput and energy results are depicted respec-
tively in the middle graphs of Figures 2(a) and 2(b), and
reveal a very different behavior than the one observed in the
Slow DSLscenario. In this case the file tansfer throughput
significantly degrades withWi-Fi PSM, specially when the
DSLAM buffer is small, and interestingly it degrades even
more when more bandwidth is available in the Wi-Fi net-
work (Fast Wi-Fi configuration). Regarding energy,Wi-Fi
PSMcontinues to be more efficient than theActive Modeal-
gorithm, although a smaller gain than in theSlow DSLsce-
nario is obtained.

In order to get a deeper understanding on the underlying
dynamics, Figure 3(b) illustrates, when the station usesWi-
Fi PSM, an example of the AP and DSLAM queue dynamics
(red and black lines) and the evolution of the TCP sender’s
cwnd(blue line). We can immediately see how the dynamics
in this case are much more involved that in theSlow DSL
scenario. In particular, the performance of TCP overWi-Fi
PSMdepends in this case on the following three effects:

1. The increased bandwidth delay product introduced by
Wi-Fi PSM.

2. Bursty increases in the DSLAM buffer due to ACK com-
pression.

3. Extended awake periods experienced by the Wi-Fi sta-
tion.

Next, we describe these effects in detail. We can clearly
see in Figure 3(b), how the DSLAM queue (red line) often
returns to zero leading to periods where the DSL line is un-
derutilized. Using the lessons learned in theSlow DSLsce-
nario, we can see that in order to keep the DSL line always
busy in this scenario, the TCP sender’scwnd should be at

leastcwndmin >
⌈
RTTbase

BI
⌉BI×RDSLDL

MTU
= 133.3 packets,

which is not the case in Figure 3(b).
Notice thus, that whenWi-Fi PSMis used it is critical for

the TCP sender to be able to achieve a highcwnd in order to
compensate for the increased badwidth delay product intro-
duced by the power saving protocol. The maximumcwnd
achieved by a TCP sender depends on the bandwidth de-
lay product of the connection and on the buffering available
in the bottleneck, which explains why throughput degrades
when buffering is small inWi-Fi PSM. However, there is an-
other important factor that limits the achievablecwnd when
Wi-Fi PSM is used. This factor is theACK compressionin-
troduced by the power saving protocol.
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Fig. 2 Buffer Experiment. For each of the algorithms and scenariosunder study, throughput is depicted on the left graph and energy on the right
one. Notice that the same legend applies to all sub-figures.
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Fig. 3 Buffer Experiment. TCP dynamics. The left graph depicts theSlow DSLscenario and the right one theFast DSLscenario.

We can see in Figure 3(b), how whenWi-Fi PSMis used,
the AP holds TCP packets for the station until the Beacon
transmission time, and then transmits these packets to the
station at the Wi-Fi rate, which is faster than the bottleneck
rate (the DSL rate). The Wi-Fi station then reflects back to
the TCP source TCP ACKs at the rate of the received data,
which result in acompressedburst of new TCP packets ar-
riving at the DSLAM that cause a bursty queue increase, as
clearly observed in Figure 3(b) (red line). This process is
graphically described in Figure 4, where it can be seen how
the ACK compression rate seen by the TCP source is typi-
cally limited by the upstream DSL bandwidth.

In order to understand how ACK compression affects the
maximumcwnd achieved by the TCP source, it is possible
to compute the maximum burst sizeNmax (in MTU-sized
packets) that results in no packet loss when arriving at the
DSLAM buffer. Considering that, as illustrated in Figure 4,
a new window of TCP data hits the bottleneck node at a

rate equal toRACKcomp MTU-sized packets/sec, and that
the rate at which the bottleneck queue is drained is in our
caseRDSLDL

MTU-sized packets/sec, it is easy to see that
while a new window of TCP data hits the bottleneck, this
queue grows at a rate ofRqbott = RACKcomp − RDSLDL

.
Thus, if the previous queue growth is sustained during a time
Twin, such thatTwinRqbott > QDSLAM , there will be a loss
in the bottleneck queue limiting the size ofcwnd. Consid-
ering that packets within a TCP window arrive at the bot-
tleneck with an interarrival time ofTarrival = 1

RACKcomp
,

with RACKcomp defined in Figure 4, we have thatTwin =
Nmax

RACKcomp
, and the maximum burst size,Nmax, that results

in no drop in the bottleneck’s queue, and so in nocwnd re-
duction in the TCP connection, is:

Nmax < QDSLAM

RACKcomp

Rqbott

=
QDSLAM

1−
RDSLDL

RACKcomp

(2)
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TTXbott = MTU/RDSLDL

1/RACKcomp= TCP ACK/RDSLUL

Tarrival < TTXbott

�������

Wi-Fi AP

Modem

DSLAM

Tarrival = 1/RACKcomp

RWiFi

Bursty queue increase Buffered until the Beacon

TCP ACKs pile up in the DSL modem

Fig. 4 ACK compression in a TCP connection caused by Wi-Fi power
saving protocols.

Where the previous equation only holds ifRACKcomp >

RDSLDL
. Notice that if for instanceQDSLAM = 40 packets

in the Fast DSLscenario, Equation 2 results inNmax <

89 packets, which limits the maximum value ofcwnd and
reduces throughput. In the next sections we will study in
more detail the relation betweenNmax andcwnd.

It is interesting to notice, looking at Equation 2, that
when the amount of ACK compression increases, e.g. if the
DSL upstream bandwidth increases in Figure 4, thenNmax

decreases and, contrary to intuition, the TCP connection through-
put experienced by a Wi-Fi station in power save mode should
degrade. Later we will evaluate the validity of this claim.

Finally, there is a third effect affecting the TCP connec-
tion throughput. Unlike the previous two effects though, this
effect tends to increase TCP throughput, and is described as
follows. If the time required by the Wi-Fi station after the
Beacon frame to retrieve the buffered TCP packets and gen-
erate the correspondent TCP ACKs, is aboveRTTbase in
Figure 1, then the Wi-Fi station is still awake when a new
window of TCP data from the file server arrives at the AP,
and so this new window of data will not suffer from an in-
creased RTT. This effect is illustrated in Figure 5 and is also
often observed in Figure 3(b), for instance between 103.2
secs and 103.4 secs, where the AP queue contains pack-
ets during two consecutive Beacon intervals. Notice though,
that since in this scenario the Wi-Fi rate is higher than the
DSL rate, the Wi-Fi station eventually manages to empty
the AP queue and return to sleep, resulting again in an in-
creased RTT and reduced throughput. In addition, notice
that the previous positive effect is more likely to occur when
the bandwidth in the Wi-Fi network reduces, because in this
case the AP takes longer to transmit data to the station. This
effect explains why whenWi-Fi PSMis used, theSlow Wi-Fi
configuration outperforms theFast Wi-Fione as depicted in
Figure 2(a).

To conclude the analysis of theFast DSLscenario, we
turn our attention to Figure 2(b) that depicts the energy spent
by the Wi-Fi station to retrieve the 50MB file. The reason
why the energy reduction obtained byWi-Fi PSMis less sig-
nificant than in theSlow DSLscenario, is that the DSL line is
closer to saturate the Wi-Fi network, hence the station does
not spend so much time idle when being in active mode. Fi-
nally, it is worth noticing that theFast Wi-Fi configuration
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Fig. 5 Interaction between TCP and Wi-Fi PSM. In theFast Wi-Fi
configuration data is transmitted fast and aggregated in TXOPs in the
Wi-Fi network, thus when a new burst of TCP data arrives at theAP the
station is already sleeping resulting in an increased RTT. Instead in the
Slow Wi-Ficonfiguration when a new burst of TCP data arrives at the
AP the station might still be awake retrieving the previously buffered
data, hence the RTT increase is avoided.

reduces energy consumption because TCP packets are trans-
mitted faster.

2.1.3 Wi-Fi Bottleneck

We finalize the analysis of our Buffer experiment looking
at the throughput and energy performance obtained in the
Wi-Fi Bottleneckscenario. These results are depicted in the
lower graphs of Figures 2(a) and 2(b). Looking first at through-
put, we can see that the effects observed in theFast DSLsce-
nario appear now even more magnified: i)Wi-Fi PSMsignif-
icantly degrades throughput, specially when the buffer in the
AP is small, and ii) theFast Wi-Ficonfiguration provides the
expected throughput increase when the station usesActive
Mode, but results in a severe throughput degradation when
the station usesWi-Fi PSM.

Wi-Fi PSM also introduces ACK compression in this
scenario, but, since upstream bandwidth is not a problem
in this case, the amount of ACK compression depends on
the particular mechanisms employed in the Wi-Fi network.
For instance, when theSlow Wi-Ficonfiguration is used, the
AP and the station compete in a fair way after each Beacon
in order to transmit the buffered TCP packets and the corre-
sponding TCP ACKs. Therefore the average time between
TCP ACK and TCP data transmissions is the same, and no
significant ACK compression is introduced. However, when
the Fast Wi-Fi configuration is used, the AP first transmits
to the station all its buffered TCP packets packed within a
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Fig. 6 RTT Experiment. For each of the algorithms and scenarios under study, throughput is depicted on the left graph and energyon the right
one. Notice that the same legend applies to all sub-figures.

TXOP. This transmission is then followed by another trans-
mission where the station packs all the TCP ACKs within
a TXOP. Thus, assuming that AP and station use the same
data rate, the ACK compression rate in this case can be ap-
proximated asRACKcomp

RWi−Fi
= Size TCP Packet

Size TCP ACK
.

The positive effect stemming from the overlapping be-
tween new TCP arrivals and the awake periods of theWi-Fi
PSMstation also occurs in this case, but mostly in theSlow
Wi-Fi configuration. The high data rates and bursty transmis-
sions used in theFast Wi-Ficonfiguration reduce the likeli-
hood of this positive effect, as illustrated in Figure 5.

We highlight now another degradation10 introduced by
Wi-Fi PSM, that is caused by an increase in the time re-
quired by the TCP connection to complete the initialSlow
Start+Fast Recoveryphase. In our experiments, a TCP con-
nection typically finalizes the initial Slow Start phase when
tree duplicated ACKs are received at the TCP source; at
that moment TCP New Reno triggers a fast retransmission
and the connection enters Fast Recovery until all outstand-
ing data is successfully transmitted. Notice that during the
initial Slow Start, the TCP connection typically saturates
the network, forcing theWi-Fi PSMstation to stay awake.
However, when Fast Recovery starts, the TCP source stops
transmitting data until half a window of duplicated ACKs is
received [27], which allows the station in power save mode
to drain the AP buffer and return to sleep. After that moment,
since Fast Recovery only injects new data or retransmis-

10 This phenomena also occurred in theSlow DSLandFast DSLsce-
narios, but had a smaller impact.

sions upon receiving duplicate or partial ACKs, transmis-
sions only occur once every 100ms when the station wakes
up after the Beacon, hence slowing down the completion of
this phase. Figure 8(b) depicts a typical initialSlow Start+Fast
Recoveryphase when the station usesActive Modeand when
the station usesWi-Fi PSM, in an experiment whereRTTbase =

20ms.
Finally, we can see in Figure 2(b), that when the Wi-Fi

network is the bottleneck theActive Modealgorithm turns
out to be the most energy efficient algorithm, because the
Wi-Fi station spends all its time transmitting and receiving
useful data.

2.2 RTT Experiment

We describe now the results of our second experiment, where
we fixed the maximum buffering in the DSLAM and AP
and observed the throughput/energy trade-off when varying
RTTbase from 10ms to 310ms. We considered a maximum
buffer of 50 packets in the DSLAM in theSlow DSLand
Fast DSLscenarios, and of 100 packets in the AP in theWi-
Fi Bottleneckscenario.

2.2.1 Slow DSL scenario

As illustrated in the upper part of Figures 6(a) and 6(b), the
behavior of the algorithms under study in theSlow DSLsce-
nario continues to be very similar than the one observed in
our first experiment. Following Equation 1 we can see that
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Fig. 7 TCP model. The two graphs depict the data arrivals from the DSLAM to the AP, the Beacon transmissions from the AP to the Wi-Fi station,
and the delivery of the buffered data after the Beacon.

even whenRTTbase = 310ms the cwnd required to keep
the DSL line always busy iscwnd > 34 packets, which is
easily achieved considering the configured DSLAM buffer
of 50 packets.

2.2.2 Fast DSL scenario

The middle graph in Figures 6(a) and 6(b) depict respec-
tively the throughput and energy performance of the algo-
rithms under study in theFast DSLscenario. It is interesting
to observe in this case that when the station is in power save
mode, there is a ripple effect in the connection’s through-
put asRTTbase varies. Notice that this ripple is contrary to
the common knowledge that TCP throughput degrades when
the RTT increases, as clearly observed when the station uses
Active Mode. Next, we present an analytical model aimed at
capturing the interactions between the TCP congestion con-
trol mechanisms and the Wi-Fi power saving protocols that
result in the observed ripple effect11. Our simplified model
is based on the following assumptions:

i. We consider only the throughput experienced by the TCP
connection during the congestion avoidance phase.

ii. We assume that theWi-Fi station retrieves all the TCP
packets buffered at the AP and sends the corresponding
TCP ACKs before a new window of TCP data arrivesat
the AP. Notice that this behavior is more likelywhenthe
Wi-Fi bandwidth is high (i.e.Fast Wi-Fi configuration)
or whenRTTbase increases.

iii. We consider that packet drops are only due to buffer
overflow in the DSLAM, but not in the AP (i.e.QAP

is big enough).In addition, we assume that no channel
errors occur in the wired network, and that the wireless
network is always able to recover a failed transmission
using retransmissions.

iv. We assume thatthe rate at which TCP ACKs arrive at the
TCP source is constrained by the uplink DSL modem,
i.e.Tarrival =

Size TCP ACK
RDSLUL

(see Figure 4).

11 Notice that the goal of our model is not to accurately model TCP
throughput over Wi-Fi PSM, but just to qualitatively understand the
dynamics depicted in Figure 6.

Under the previous conditions, and leveraging Equation
2, we can defineNmax = QDSLAM

1−
RDSLDL

RACKcomp

, as being the max-

imum burst size (in MTU-sized packets) that can hit the
DSLAM node without resulting in a packet drop. In addi-
tion, we will define∆ as being themaximumnumber of
TCP data packets arriving from the DSLAM to the the AP
that a Wi-Fi station can retrieve after the Beacon frame be-
fore going to sleep12. ∆ depends on the relation between
RTTbase and the Beacon Interval (BI), and on the Wi-Fi
rate. Specifically, we will approximate∆ as∆ = M + L,
whereM = BI−BI mod RTTbase

TTXbott

is the maximum number

of packets transferred from the DSLAM to the AP since
the first packet of the new TCP window hits the DSLAM

until the next Beacon time, andL =
TTXWi−Fi

(M)

TTXbott

is the

number of packets that can be transferred from the DSLAM
to the AP while the Wi-Fi station is retrieving the firstM
packets;TTXbott

= MTU
RDSLDL

is defined in Figure 4, and

TTXWi−Fi
(M) is the time to transmitM packets and gen-

erate the corresponding TCP ACKs in the Wi-Fi network.
These variables are illustrated inthe third Beacon frame in
Figure 7(a).

The key to understand the ripple effect observed in Fig-
ure 6(a), is to realize that when the station is in power save
mode, increasingRTTbase may result in the TCP source
being able to achieve a highercwndmax and therefore a
higher throughput. Specifically, the maximum size ofcwnd

depends on the relation betweenNmax and∆.

We start considering the case whereNmax ≤ ∆, i.e. a
new window of TCP packets is entirely transferred to the
station before this goes back to sleep. Under this condition
cwndmax = Nmax, and the RTT experienced by the con-
nection isRTTeff = ⌈RTTbase

BI
⌉BI. This scenario is illus-

trated in the left hand side of Figure 7(a), from where it is
easy to see that the throughput of the TCP connection in
congestion avoidance can be computed as:

Thr =
1

2

cwndmax + cwndmin

RTTeff

=
3

4

Nmax

⌈RTTbase

BI
⌉BI

(3)

12 Notice, that ifRWi−Fi > RDSLDL
there is always going to be

such maximum.
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Fig. 8 TCP dynamics.

Consider now thatNmax > ∆ andRTTbase ≤ BI. The
dynamics in this case are again illustrated in Figure 7(a).
Notice in the figure how whencwnd grows above∆, the
station goes back to sleep before retrieving the complete
TCP window, and a fraction of this TCP window remains
in the AP and is transmitted in a subsequent Beacon (see
third Beacon in Figure 7(a)). Therefore, whencwnd > ∆,
the TCP connection effectively transferscwnd + ∆ pack-
ets every2BI. Instead, whencwnd < ∆ the connection
transfers acwnd worth of packets everyBI. Finally, notice
that the maximum value ofcwnd is cwndmax = Nmax, and
cwndmin = Nmax

2 . Hence, after the appropriate algebraic
manipulation, the throughput of the TCP connection in con-
gestion avoidance can be computed in this case as:

Thr =

{

∆+ 3Nmax
4

2BI
cwndmin ≥ ∆

1
2
Nmax+(3−α)∆+(1−α)

2BI
cwndmin < ∆

(4)

Whereα = ∆−cwndmin

cwndmax−cwndmin
.

Finally, let us consider thatNmax > ∆ andRTTbase >

BI. The dynamics in this case are illustrated in Figure 7(b),
where it can be seen that every time thatcwnd reaches a
value multiple of∆, i.e. cwnd = k∆ with k ≥ 1, pack-
ets start to be transmitted in a subsequent Beacon. Thus,
only when cwnd > ⌈RTTbase

BI
⌉∆ the amount of packets

hitting the DSLAM after a Beacon starts growing above∆

until Nmax. Therefore, in this casecwndmax = Nmax +

⌈RTTbase

BI
⌉∆, and the effective RTT experienced by the TCP

connection isRTTeff = (1 + ⌈RTTbase

BI
⌉)BI. Recalling

thatNmax > ∆ andRTTbase > BI, it can be derived that
cwndmin > ∆, therefore:

Thr =
3

4

Nmax + ⌈RTTbase

BI
⌉∆

(1 + ⌈RTTbase

BI
⌉)BI

(5)

We can now understand the reasons behind the ripple
effect depicted in Figure 6(a). We have shown how small
changes in the connection parameters, e.g.RTTbase, can re-
sult in a different phenomena dominating the dynamics of

RTTeff andcwnd, and in a completely different through-
put, as identified in Equations 3, 4 and 5. In order to val-
idate the presented model, we compare in Figure 8(a) the
throughput predicted by the model against the throughput
obtained in simulations13. It is also interesting to notice in
Figure 8(a), howas we had previously predicted,when the
upstream DSL bandwidth increases (RDSLUL

= 3Mbps),
the connection throughput degrades due to an increase in
ACK compression.

Regarding energy, it is worth to notice looking at the
middle part of Figure 6(b), that an always active configura-
tion severely penalizes energy consumption whenRTTbase

increases, because TCP can not keep the DSL line always
busy and hence the station is often inactive in this case.

2.2.3 Wi-Fi Bottleneck scenario

Finally, the lower graphs in Figures 6(a) and 6(b) depict re-
spectively for our RTT experiment the throughput and en-
ergy performance in theWi-Fi Bottleneckscenario. We can
see that, like in theFast DSLscenario, a ripple effect appears
in throughput, but this time only in the case of theSlow Wi-
Fi configuration.

The analysis presented in the previous section can also
be used in this case to understand the TCP dynamics. For in-
stance, recall from the previous section thatM packets must
be buffered at the AP before a Beacon frame is sent, where
M = BI−BI mod RTTbase

Tarrival
andTarrival is the interarrival

time of packets arriving at the bottleneck. In theFast DSL
scenario we had thatTarrival =

Size TCP ACK
RDSLUL

, however in

this scenario packets may hit the bottleneck (the AP) with
smaller interarrival times. For instance, as previously ex-
plained, when theFast Wi-Ficonfiguration is used the Wi-Fi
station transmits TCP ACKs within a TXOP which results in
packets arriving at the AP with smallTarrival times. Thus, if
Tarrival is small enough so thatthe number of TCP packets
arriving at the AP before the Beacon,M , grows aboveQAP ,

13 In our simulations, we choose theFast Wi-Fi configuration, be-
cause it better fulfills condition ii. of our model, and consider only the
congestion avoidance phase of the connection.
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a drop will occur at the AP’s power save buffer which lim-
its the maximumcwnd to cwndmax < QAP . Indeed, this
is what happens in the case of theFast Wi-Ficonfiguration,
and therefore the achieved throughput (during the conges-
tion avoidance phase) in this case is free of ripples and is
described by:

Thr =
3

4

QAP

⌈RTTbase

BI
⌉BI

(6)

The behavior is different in theSlow Wi-Fi configura-
tion, where TCP packets do not arrive at the AP so close
to each other, i.eTarrival is bigger, and therefore the rip-
ple effect arises. For instance, whenRTTbase = 110ms a
new window of TCP data arrives at the AP approximately
90ms before the next Beacon time, which results in the AP
having to be able to buffer 90ms worth of TCP Data ar-
rivals to avoid a packet drop. This is not possible given the
considered buffer ofQAP = 100 packets, and therefore
cwndmax = QAP in this case. However, whenRTTbase =

150ms the AP only has to be able to buffer 50ms worth of
arrivals to avoid a packet drop, and socwndmax can grow
aboveQAP , obtaining a higher throughput in this case.

Regarding energy, a similar behavior like in theFast
DSLscenario is observed in this case.

Finally, we would like to notice that in this study we have
only reported on the performance of downlink file tansfers,
i.e. from the file server to the Wi-Fi station. We have how-
ever also studied how uplink file tansfers behave, observing
that, given the limited upstream bandwidths in xDSL,Wi-Fi
PSMusually delivers a fairly good throughput/energy trade-
off for uplink connections.

3 BA-TA: An Adaptive Triggering algorithm for TCP
over Wi-Fi PSM

As we have seen in Section 2, the performance of TCP over
Wi-Fi PSM critically depends on the characteristics of the
network behind the AP. Therefore, our goal in this section is
to design an adaptive algorithm running in a Wi-Fi station,
that will tune the operation of the Wi-Fi power saving proto-
col according to the bottleneck bandwidth experienced by a
TCP connection. Hereafter, we refer to this algorithm as the
Bottleneck Aware - Triggering Algorithm(BA-TA).

We have seen in Section 2 that the default trigger inter-
val used byWi-Fi PSM (100ms), can severely degrade the
performance of a TCP connection, specially as the capacity
of the bottleneck increases. Therefore, the intuition behind
BA-TA is to adapt the trigger interval in the following way.
If the connection’s bottleneck has asmall bandwidth, the
Wi-Fi station should use large trigger intervals which do not
decrease performance and are energy efficient. On the other
hand, if the connection’s bottleneck has alarge bandwidth,

the Wi-Fi station should use short trigger intervals (and po-
tentially switch to active mode), since this is the most effi-
cient configuration in this case.

We establish the following constraints in the design of
BA-TA:

– The algorithm has to run in the Wi-Fi station without
any support from the Access Point, and should not re-
quire modifications to existing standards. This will allow
a Wi-Fi station to immediately use BA-TA in currently
deployed Wi-Fi networks.

– The algorithm should run entirely at Layer two. This will
allow to easily re-use BA-TA in any device with a Wi-Fi
interface.

Notice that the focus of BA-TA is to enhance the perfor-
mance energy trade-off of long lived TCP connections over
Wi-Fi power saving protocols. However, BA-TA should also
deliver a good performance energy trade-off with elastic ap-
plications like Web browsing and also with the TCP Stream-
ing applications widely used by popular content providers
[16]. Inelastic real-time traffic though, like VoIP, is consid-
ered out of the scope of BA-TA. Therefore, BA-TA could be
deployed at layer two in a Wi-Fi station that implements the
classification mechanisms defined in 802.11e [3] in order to
segregate elastic traffic, for which BA-TA would be applied,
from inelastic real-time traffic, for which other algorithms,
like those proposed in [11] and [12], could be applied.

BA-TA is composed of two independent modules. A first
module thatestimatesthe peak rate of the TCP connection’s
bottleneck, and a second module that given the previous es-
timation selects an appropriate trigger interval in the power
saving protocol. These two modules are described next.

3.1 A bottleneck bandwidth estimation algorithm

The goal of this algorithm is to estimate in a Wi-Fi station
in power save mode, thepeakbandwidth of a TCP connec-
tion’s bottleneck, e.g.1 Mbps and16 Mbps in ourSlow DSL
andFast DSLscenarios.

The intuition behind our peak bandwidth estimation al-
gorithm is described in Figure 9. This figure depicts the oc-
cupancy of the bottleneck line behind the AP, e.g. the DSL
line in Figure 1, between two (not necessarily consecutive)
trigger frames sent by the station in power save mode. No-
tice that when a service period completes14, the Wi-Fi sta-
tion knows that the buffer in the AP is empty. Therefore, the
station can use the amount of data received between these
two trigger frames in order to estimate the bottleneck’s peak
bandwidth in the following way. Consider the bottleneck

14 In U-APSD a service period completes when the AP sets the EOSP
bit to 1 in a transmitted frame, indicating to the station that it has no
more buffered frames.
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Fig. 9 Intuition behind the Peak Bandwidth Estimation Algorithm.

line to be always busy between the two triggers sent by the
station. We have in this case thatN×TTXbott

= ∆t+tα−tβ ,
whereN is the number of frames received by the station be-
tween the two triggers, andTTXbott

, tα andtβ are defined
in Figure 9. Notice that0 ≤ tα, tβ ≤ TTXbott

.

Considering now thatTTXbott
= MTU

Rbott
, whereMTU is

the size in bits of a packet transmitted over the bottleneck
link andRbott is the bottleneck peak transmission rate that
we want to estimate, the following lower and upper bounds
onRbott can be derived:

TTXbott
≥

∆t

N + 1
→ Rbott ≤

(N + 1)MTU

∆t

(7)

TTXbott
≤

∆t

N − 1
→ Rbott ≥

(N − 1)MTU

∆t

(8)

Notice that the upper bound onRbott only holds if the
bottleneck line is all the time busy between the two triggers
sent by the station. However, the lower bound onRbott holds
true even if the bottleneck is not always busy.

Thus, our peak rate estimation algorithm works in the
following way. When a service period completes and more
thanTupdate seconds have past from the last algorithm up-
date, whereTupdate is an algorithm parameter, BA-TA exe-
cutes the procedure described in Algorithm 1, which records
a lower boundestimation on the bottleneck’s peak rate as de-
scribed in Equation 8. In addition, in order to get as close as
possible to the trueRbott, Algorithm 1 continuously updates
the bottleneck rate estimation to the highest observedRbott

lower bound (line 7 in Algorithm 1).

There is an extra issue to be considered in Algorithm
1. If, as it will be explained in the next section, the Wi-
Fi station switches from power save mode to active mode,
then the AP will start transmitting the station’s remaining
buffered packets at the rate of the Wi-Fi network, which can
be above the bottleneck rate. In order to avoid overestimat-
ing the bottleneck rate in this case, our peak rate estimation
algorithm always uses as previous reference a time where
the Wi-Fi station was in power save mode, as can be seen in
line 9 in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Routine executed when receiving
EOSP=1, iftnow > t lastpeak + Tupdate

1 – Variable definitions
2 rcvd datapeak ← Amount of data (bits) received since last

update
3 t lastpeak ← Time of last update
4 first pkt size← Size of the first packet (bits) received in the

last interval
5 – estimatepeakrate()

6 lower bound←
rcvd datapeak−first pkt size

tnow−t lastpeak

7 peak rate← max{peak rate, lower bound}
8 if !ActiveMode then
9 t lastpeak ← tnow

10 rcvd datapeak ← 0

3.2 A trigger interval adaptation algorithm

We now describe how BA-TA controls the trigger interval
used by a Wi-Fi station in power save mode. Our trigger
adaptation algorithm is essentially aproportional controller
[26], that controls the station’s trigger interval in orderto
stabilize the connection’s throughput around a configurable
operation point. This operation point is an input to the al-
gorithm, specified in terms of the desired ratio between the
connection’s throughput and the bottleneck peak rate, i.e.
0 < ratiomin < 1. Our detailed algorithm is described in
Algorithm 2, and is summarized next.

A Wi-Fi station implementing BA-TA maintains two es-
timates: i) apeak rate estimate provided by our bottleneck
bandwidth estimation algorithm, and ii) an estimate of the
instantaneous connection throughput,instant thr. This es-
timate is updated using an Exponentially Weighted Moving
Average (EWMA) filter with weighting factorα (line 19 in
Algorithm 2).

A BA-TA station executes Algorithm 2 at regular inter-
vals (everyTupdate), in order to update thepeak rate15 and
instant thr estimates. In addition, aftercountmax consec-
utive estimation updates, BA-TA evaluates whether the cur-
rently used trigger interval is appropriate. Notice that the
configurablecountmax parameter enables BA-TA to use dif-
ferent intervals to update the throughput estimates, and the
used trigger interval.

In order to update the used trigger interval, BA-TA uses
a proportional law. For this purpose, it computesratio =
instant thr
peak rate

as the currently used fraction of bottleneck band-
width (line 20), and compares it to the input valueratiomin.
Specifically, BA-TA updates the used trigger interval in the
following way (line 31):

interval(n+1) = (1+G(ratio− ratiomin))interval(n)

15 Notice that thepeak rate estimate is only updated here when the
station is in active mode, because in this case the station does not gen-
erate triggers and does not receive frames with EOSP=1.
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(9)

WhereG is the gain used in the control law, andratio−
ratiomin can be understood as the current error incurred by
the controller. Notice in Equation 9 that whenratio is below
ratiomin, the trigger interval decreases, which reduces the
RTT experienced by the TCP connection and should im-
prove throughput. In addition, whenratio is aboveratiomin

the trigger interval increases, which is more energy efficient.
In the Appendix it is formally shown that this controller con-
verges with no steady state error when0 < G < 2

ratiomin
.

In addition, the trigger interval is only allowed to vary be-
tween a maximum and minimum trigger intervals,intmin

andintmax (line 42), which are also inputs to the algorithm
that can be configured according to the characteristics of
each particular Wi-Fi chipset.

Having described the basic operation of BA-TA, there
are several issues that have to be considered in a practical
implementation. The first of these issues, is how to appro-
priately switch the station between active mode and power
save mode. Notice that as seen in Section 2, being in active
mode can potentially result in a big energy waste, therefore
BA-TA should configure a station in active mode only when
there is a clear throughput gain in doing so. BA-TA uses the
following heuristic for this purpose:

– Enter active mode: If the interval selected in Equation
9 is below the minimum allowed interval (intmin), and
the average ratio increase experienced when the station
is in active mode,∆̂ratioAM

, is significantly16 above the
average ratio increase when the station is in power save
mode,∆̂ratioPS

, (line 36).
– Leave active mode: Under two conditions. First, ifratio

is belowratiomin, but being in active mode is not ef-
fective, i.e.ratio does not increase in at least a mini-
mum amount (γ) (line 40). Second, whenratio is above
ratiomin, i.e. we have achieved the desired throughput,
and the station is not saturating the network, i.e.utillast ≤

utilmin (line 33). Recall from Section 2 that staying in
active mode is effective while the station saturates the
Wi-Fi network. Therefore, while in active mode a BA-
TA station tracks whether its traffic is saturating the Wi-
Fi network by measuring network utilization as the frac-
tion of usedtime during the lastTupdate period (line 16).
For further details on how to measure network utiliza-
tion in a Wi-Fi station, the interested reader is referred
to [24].

The∆̂ratioAM
and∆̂ratioPS

estimates are also obtained
with an EWMA filter of weighting factorα, and allow BA-
TA to measure the effect that being in active mode or in

16 We force∆̂ratioAM
> ∆̂ratioPS

+|∆̂ratioPS
| as a heuristic way

to ensure that switching to active mode is indeed significantly better
than operating in power save mode (line 37).

Algorithm 2: BA-TA executed everyTupdate

1 – Algorithm Parameters
2 Tupdate ← Interval between algorithm executions
3 ratiomin ← Desired operation point
4 intmin, intmax ←Minimum and maximum trigger intervals
5 countmax ← Consecutive events between updates
6 Nmax ←Maximum number of attemtps
7 G← Controller gain
8 α←Weights used in the EWMA averages
9 γ ← Comparison margin on∆ratio

10 n trigmax, stepmin ← Avoid too agressive intervals
11 – Variable definitions
12 rcvd dataint ← Amount of data (bits) received since last

update
13 t lastint ← Last time the algorithm executed

14 – updatetrigger interval()
15 if ActiveMode then
16 utillast ←

TX time+RX time+Backoff Time
Tupdate

17 if tnow > t lastpeak + Tupdate then
18 estimatepeakrate

19 instant thr ← α× instant thr + (1 − α) rcvd dataint
tnow−t lastint

20 ratio← min{ instant thr
peak rate

, 1}

21 if peak rate, instant thr > 0 andn trigs < n trigmax then
22 count← count+ 1
23 if ratio− ratiolast < −2γ then
24 count← countmax

25 if ActiveMode then
26 ∆̂ratioAM

← α∆̂ratioAM
+ (1− α)∆ratio

27 else
28 ∆̂ratioPS

← α∆̂ratioPS
+ (1 − α)∆ratio

29 if count = countmax then
30 count← 0, ∆ratio ← ratio− ratiolast,

ratiolast ← ratio

31 interval← (1 +G(ratio − ratiomin))interval

32 if ratio ≥ ratiomin then
33 if ActiveMode = true andutillast ≤ utilmin

then
34 Leave active mode
35 else
36 if ActiveMode = false and

interval < intmin andrcvd dataint > 0 then
37 if ∆̂ratioAM

> ∆̂ratioPS
+ |∆̂ratioPS

| or
nAM = Nmax − 1 then

38 Enter active mode
39 nAM ← (nAM + 1) mod Nmax

40 if ActiveMode = true and∆ratio < γ then
41 Leave active mode
42 interval← max{min{interval, intmax}, intmin}

43 else ifrcvd dataint = 0 or n trigs ≥ n trigmax then
44 ratiolast ← ratio

45 if ActiveMode then
46 Leave active mode
47 else
48 interval← min{interval+ stepmin, intmax}

49 else
50 interval ← intmax

51 n trigs← 0, rcvd dataint ← 0, t lastint ← tnow

52 TX time,RX time,Backoff T ime← 0
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power save mode has on the experienced throughput (lines
25 to 28). Notice however, that the previous estimates may
contain innacuracies. For instance, if while being in active
mode TCP suffers a loss and decreases its congestion win-
dow, BA-TA may observe a decrease in throughput and may
wrongly believe that being in active mode is not efficient.
Thus, in order to avoid BA-TA from getting permanently
stalled in a sub-optimal configuration, a switch to active mode
is always allowed afterNmax refrained attempts (line 37). In
addition, if a sudden17 decrease inratio is detected, BA-TA
quickly updates the used trigger interval (line 23).

Finally, another issue to consider in BA-TA is the fact
that certain applications, like Web, may simply not offer
enough load to achieve the desired bottleneck link utiliza-
tion, i.e. maintainratio aboveratiomin. The previously de-
scribed logic would in this case drive a Wi-Fi station to use
aggressive trigger intervals, or even switch to active mode,
which is undesirable from an energy point of view. In or-
der to prevent the previous from happening, BA-TA limits
the maximum number of triggers that a station can send to
the AP without receiving any data in return (n trigmax). If
that limit is surpassed, BA-TA considers that the used trigger
interval is too small and immediately increases it by a pre-
configured amount (stepmin) (lines 43 to 48). Additional
optimizations for TCP Streaming will be discussed in the
next section.

4 BA-TA Performance Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the performance of BA-TA and
study the effect of its configurable parameters. This sec-
tion is divided in three sub-sections: i) a first sub-section
illustrating the basic dynamics of BA-TA, ii) a second sub-
section studying how to configure the different BA-TA pa-
rameters, and iii) a final sub-section that extensively eval-
uates the performance of BA-TA compared to other algo-
rithms in the state of the art. For the purpose of this evalua-
tion, we consider only theFast Wi-Ficonfiguration defined
in Section 2. This configuration poses a bigger challenge to
BA-TA because, as previously seen, it delivers the best en-
ergy efficiency, but results in the highest throughput degra-
dation when used withWi-Fi PSM.

Unless otherwise stated, BA-TA is configured in the fol-
lowing way. The maximum and minimum trigger intervals
are set tointmax = 100ms, which is equivalent to the op-
eration of Wi-Fi PSM, and intmin = 20ms, which is a
trigger interval commonly used by current Wi-Fi chipsets
with Voice traffic [5]. The update interval,Tupdate, is set to
100ms, which is a convenient value that allows to synchro-
nize the operation of BA-TA with other periodic operations

17 Defined as a decrease inratio above2γ.

done by a station, like receiving the Beacon frame. The pa-
rametersα andγ are empirically set by testing the behavior
of BA-TA in our scenarios of interest. The weightα used in
the EWMA filters is set toα = 0.9. Finally, The parame-
ter γ is set toγ = 0.1, which results in BA-TA requiring a
10% increase inratio when being in active mode (line 40 in
Algorithm 2), and forcing a sudden interval update ifratio

decreases by more than a 20% (line 23 in Algorithm 2).
The effect of the rest of BA-TA parameters, i.e.ratiomin,

the controller gainG, the update intervalcountmax, the pa-
rameterNmax, and the parametersn trigmax andstepmin,
will be studied in this section.

4.1 Basic Dynamics of BA-TA

Figure 10 depicts the dynamics of BA-TA when a Wi-Fi sta-
tion retrieves a 50MB file from the Internet. We start our
analysis by looking at Figure 10(a) that illustrates the BA-
TA dynamics in theFast DSLscenario withratiomin = 0.9

(upper graph) andratiomin = 0.7 (lower graph). The value
of the rest of configuration parameters is included on the top
of each figure. Notice that a double y-axis is used in the fig-
ure, where the left y-axis plots the trigger interval used by
BA-TA while retrieving the file (black line), and the right y-
axis plots the bottleneck rate (red line) and the instantaneous
throughput (blue line) estimated by BA-TA.

We can see in Figure 10(a) how BA-TA operates with
an interval of 100ms until the file transfer begins. From that
point on, BA-TA starts adjusting the trigger interval (black
line) in order to drive the obtained throughput (blue line)
around the desired utilization level, i.e.ratiomin×peak rate

(purple dashed line). After a transient period, BA-TA con-
verges around the configured throughput, requiring, as ex-
pected, a smaller trigger interval forratiomin = 0.9 (up-
per graph) than forratiomin = 0.7 (lower graph). In the
Appendix it is formally shown that BA-TA converges to a
trigger interval that is proportional to 1

ratiomin
. After the file

transfer completes, BA-TA switches off and the station re-
turns to wake up only at every Beacon frame.

The upper part of Figure 10(b) illustrates now how BA-
TA behaves in theWi-Fi Bottleneckscenario. We can see
that after an initial transient period, TCP manages to satu-
rate the Wi-Fi network and therefore BA-TA configures the
station to operate all the time in active mode (signaled in
Figure 10(b) with the black line being zero), which as seen
in Section 2 is the most efficient operation mode in this case.

For the sake of space we do not report the dynamics of
BA-TA in the Slow DSLscenario, where BA-TA delivered
the bottleneck throughput using the maximum trigger inter-
val, i.e.intmax = 100ms. Instead, the lower part of Figure
10(b) depicts the dynamics of BA-TA with Web traffic. Web
traffic is modeled using HTTP 1.1 where the Wi-Fi station
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Fig. 10 Basic BA-TA Dynamics. The figures represent the variation over time of the BA-TA used interval (black line), theinstant thr estimation
(blue line), and thepeak rate estimation (red line).
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Fig. 11 Effect of BA-TA parameters. The upper graph depicts theFast DSLscenario, and the lower graph theWi-Fi Bottleneckscenario. In
addition, notice that the depicted throughput and energy metrics are normalized. A value ofratiomin = 0.9 is used in these experiments.

establishes a persistent TCP connection with the Web server
in Figure 1, and retrieves all the objects in a Web page in
a sequential way. A Web page is modeled according to the
statistics provided in [22].

The figure depicts the interval used by BA-TA while re-
trieving three Web pages, where the value ofRTTbase be-
tween the AP and the Web server in Figure 1 is set to150ms,
i.e. there is a latency of at least150ms between two consec-
utive Web page objects retrieved from the Web server. Inter-
estingly, the interval used by BA-TA in this case converges
to a value around35ms. The reason is the following. We
configured in this scenarion trigmax = 4 andstepmin =

10ms, recall now that if Tupdate

n trigmax
≤ interval ≤

Tupdate

n trigmax−1 ,
and the application does not offer enough load, e.g. Web,
BA-TA may receiven trigmax empty triggers within aTupdate

interval and will increase the used trigger interval bystepmin

(line 48 in Algorithm 2). Therefore, the used interval must
converge to a value aroundTupdate

n trigmax
and Tupdate

n trigmax−1 +

stepmin. The previous fact can be used as a configuration
guideline for the parametersn trigmax andstepmin, which
we hereafter configure asn trigmax = 4 andstepmin =
10ms.

4.2 Effect of BA-TA Parameters

We divide the study of the effect of the BA-TA parameters
in two different parts. First, we benchmark the effect of the
BA-TA parameters when a station retrieves a file from the
Internet. Second, we study the effect of these parameters in
a scenario where multiple flows share the bottleneck link.

4.2.1 Effects on a Single Flow

Figure 11 depicts the results of a set of experiments, where
the evaluation methodology described in Section 2 is ap-
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plied, while varying different BA-TA parameters. In partic-
ular, the following three experiments are shown:

– Exp. 1: ConfigureG = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9, which according
to the analysis in the Appendix should guarantee mono-
tonic convergence, while fixingcountmax = 10 and
Nmax = 5 (Figure 11(a)).

– Exp. 2: Configurecountmax = 5, 10, 20 while fixing
G = 0.5, andNmax = 5 (Figure 11(b)).

– Exp. 3: ConfigureNmax = 2, 5, 8 while fixingG = 0.5,
andcountmax = 10 (Figure 11(c)).

For the sake of space Figure 11 only depicts the results
of ourBuffer Experimentfor theFast DSL(upper graph) and
Wi-Fi bottleneck(lower graph) scenarios. In addition, the
depicted throughput (solid lines) and energy (dashed lines)
performance are normalized to the maximum throughput and
minimum energy achieved by the algorithms considered in
Section 2 for the same experiment, i.e:

ˆThr =
ThrBA−TA

max{ThrActive, ThrPSM}
(10)

ˆEnrg =
min{EnrgActive, EnrgPSM}

EnrgBATA

(11)

Thus, ideally BA-TA would provide a performance for
both indexes with a value as close as possible to 1, or bigger.

The following guidelines are identified from Figure 11.
First, a too small value of the controller gain,G < 0.5,
degrades throughput performance because the transient pe-
riod takes too long in this case. Second, big values ofNmax

or countmax slightly degrade the throughput achieved by
BA-TA in the Wi-Fi Bottleneckscenario. The reason is that
BA-TA often switches to active mode in this case, and if it
gets stalled in a suboptimal configuration, due to a misesti-
mation of∆̂ratioAM

or ∆̂ratioPS
, a time equal toNmax ×

countmax × Tupdate seconds is required to recover. Thus,
smaller values ofNmax andcountmax allow BA-TA to re-
cover earlier. Regarding energy, BA-TA is always equal or
better than the most energy efficient algorithm.

The trends exhibited in this section by the different BA-
TA parameters have been confirmed in other experiments
where we considered multiple concurrent flows. For the sake
of space though, we do not include these results here.

4.2.2 Effects on Sharing Scenarios

We evaluate now the performance of BA-TA in scenarios
where a Wi-Fi station running BA-TA shares the bottleneck
link with another station, which we configure to be in ac-
tive mode since this should be the most common situation
in practice. The goal of this section is to show that a station
running BA-TA is able to share a bottleck link with an active
mode station, without any station starving.

Figure 12(a) depicts an example where a station using
BA-TA and a station in active mode share, between 230 and
300 seconds, the DSL link in theFast DSLscenario. No-
tice that in this case, BA-TA’s proportional law drives the
power saving station towards using small trigger intervals
or switching to active mode, because the power saving sta-
tion’s throughput can not reach the configured fraction of
the bottleneck peak bandwidth (because the link is shared).
However, being in active mode is not efficient in this case,
∆̂ratioAM

is not significantly bigger than̂∆ratioPS
, and BA-

TA switches the power saving station between active mode
and power save mode. Notice that it is possible to control
in these sharing scenarios how often a power saving station
switches to active mode by adjusting the parameterNmax,
because BA-TA always enters active mode afterNmax re-
frained attempts. Finally, when the flow from the station in
active mode completes, after 300 seconds, BA-TA quickly
returns to its normal operation.

Figure 12(b) depicts, between 300 and 350 seconds, an
effect that occurs when a station in power save mode re-
ceives a flow through the DSL link, while another Wi-Fi
station in active mode is retrieving a file from an Ethernet
network behind the AP. Interestingly, if the power saving
station usesWi-Fi PSM(purple line), its throughput reduces
to almost zero while the station in active mode is retriev-
ing its file. This unfairness occurs because the flow from the
station in active mode saturates the Wi-Fi network. Thus,
when the station in power save mode wakes up and sends
a trigger to the AP to retrieve its buffered frames, the AP
dequeues a frame from the power saving buffer but often
can not transmit it because the AP’s transmission queues are
full with packets from the station in active mode. This un-
fairness could be avoided by deploying enhanced scheduling
algorithms in the AP, however these algorithms are generally
not implemented in existing APs. Instead, notice in Figure
12(b) that BA-TA avoids the previous unfairness regardless
of the scheduling strategy used in the AP, by maintaining the
power saving station most of the time in active mode while
the other flow is active.

4.3 BA-TA Extensive Evaluation

In this section wepresent and extensive evaluation ofthe
performance of BA-TA. This section is composed of a first
subsection, where weuse the evaluation setup described in
Section 2in order to benchmark the performance of BA-TA
compared to other algorithms in the state of the art. In ad-
dition, in a second subsection, we study the performance of
BA-TA as the number of stations contending for the wire-
less medium increases, and in a third subsection we study
the performance of BA-TA with TCP Streaming and Web
browsing.
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Fig. 12 BA-TA dynamics with multiple flows.
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Fig. 13 BA-TA Extensive Evaluation. The upper graphs depict the results for the Buffer Experiment, and the lower graphs depict the results for
the RTT Experiment. In addition, notice that the depicted throughput and energy metrics are normalized.

Throughout this section and based on the insight ob-
tained in Section 4.2 we configure BA-TA in the follow-
ing way: ratiomin = 0.9, G = 0.9, countmax = 10,
Nmax = 3, n trigmax = 4 andstepmin = 10ms.

4.3.1 Benchmarking the performance of BA-TA

Figure 13 reports the performance delivered by BA-TA in
theBufferandRTTexperiments defined in Section 2 for the
Slow DSL, Fast DSLandWi-Fi Bottleneckscenarios, where
we have used the previously defined normalized throughput
and energy metrics, i.e.̂Thr and ˆEnrg. In addition, to put
BA-TA’s performance in perspective, the graphs also depict
the normalized throughput obtained by theWi-Fi PSMalgo-
rithm, the normalized energy obtained by theActive Mode
algorithm, and the normalized throughput and energy ob-
tained by thePSM-Throttling(PSM-T) algorithm defined in
[10].

As observed in Figure 13, BA-TA delivers a very good
performance, i.e. both normalized metrics are close or above
1, for all considered scenarios and parameter range. Only
whenRTTbase increases significantly or very small buffers
are considered in theWi-Fi Bottleneckscenario, BA-TA strug-
gles to match theActive Modethroughput, but still clearly
outperformsWi-Fi PSM in terms of throughput andActive

Modein terms of energy18. Therefore, we would like to no-
tice that an important property ofBA-TA is its ability to be
energy efficient and to deliver a high throughput when the
amount of buffering in the bottleneck is small, which is im-
portant to combatBufferbloat[19].

PSM-T delivers in the previous experiments a perfor-
mance, both in terms of throughput and energy, that is very
similar to the one of theActive Modealgorithm. The rea-
son for this behavior is the following. The energy efficient
operation ofPSM-Tonly comes into effect after an initial
bandwidth estimation phase wherePSM-Tchecks whether
the end to end rate delivered by the application is at least half
the available end to end bandwidth, i.e. if the application is
throttling itself down as many streaming servers do. The pre-
vious does not happen when having a file transfer because
TCP greedily uses all the available bandwidth, thus in our
experimentPSM-Tdid not detect bandwidth throttling and
defaulted back toActive Mode. Therefore, when consider-
ing bandwidth greedy applications,BA-TA improves upon
PSM-TbecauseBA-TAobtains enegy savings from the ex-
cess bandwidth offered by the last hop (Wi-Fi) over the end
to end available bandwidth, whilePSM-Trequires an excess

18 Notice that with a bigRTTbase, the parametersn trigmax and
stepmin could be adjusted to trade off throughput and energy, as ex-
plained in the case of Web.
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Fig. 14 Performance of BA-TA, Active Mode and Wi-Fi PSM when increasing the number of competing flows.

of bandwidth not only in the last hop but across all the end
to end path in order to achieve energy savings. In section
4.3.3 we will compare the performance ofBA-TAandPSM-
T when non bandwidth greedy TCP streaming applications
are used.

4.3.2 Effect of congestion on BA-TA

We have so far studied the performance ofBA-TAcompared
to other approaches in the state of the art when the num-
ber of stations in the network is small (one or two stations).
In this section we want to asses whether the performance
advantages exhibited byBA-TAstill hold when we increase
the number of competing flows in the Wi-Fi network. For
this purpose we consider again ourFast DSLandWi-Fi Bot-
tleneck scenariosand analyze the throughput and energy ef-
ficiency delivered by theActive Mode, Wi-Fi PSMandBA-
TA algorithms when the number of competing stations in
the network increases from 1 to 10 (each station retrieving a
50MB file from the file server in Figure 1). Next we report
the results of an experiment where the amount of buffering
in the DSLAM and in the AP are equal to60 packets and
RTTbase is equal to be50 ms. We have however confirmed
the obtained results for other buffer size andRTTbase val-
ues.

Figure 14(a) depicts the performance obtained in theFast
DSLscenario, both in terms of average file transfer through-
put (upper subgraph) and average energy consumption (lower
subgraph). As clearly seen in the figure, when the number of
stations in the network increases,BA-TAcontinues to deliver
a throughput very close to the one obtained byActive Mode,
which is significantly higher than the one delivered byWi-
Fi PSM specially when the number of competing flows is
small. Notice that when the number of competing flows in-
creases, the bandwidth share of each flow decreases and so

the degradation introduced byWi-Fi PSM is not so signifi-
cant, as we had already seen in theSlow DSLscenario. Re-
garding energy efficiency, we can see how the performance
of BA-TAcompares to the one ofWi-Fi PSMand is signif-
icantly better than the one ofActive Mode. The reason for
this behavior is that, as previously observed in Figure 12(a),
when several flows implementingBA-TA share the bottle-
neck link, no single flow can achieve the bottleneck’s peak
rate and thusBA-TAoperates with reduced trigger intervals
that increase throughput compared toWi-Fi PSM. In addi-
tion, BA-TAavoids keeping the station in active mode for a
long time and thus, unlike theActive Modealgorithm,BA-
TA turns out to be energy efficient. Notice that as the band-
width share of each flow decreases, stations spend more time
idle without transmitting or receiving and soActive Mode
results in wasted energy.

Finally, Figure 14(b) depicts the performance obtained
when increasing the number of competing flows for theWi-
Fi Bottleneckscenario. The performance in this case is simi-
lar to the one obtained in theFast DSLscenario, withBA-TA
achieving a throughput close to the one ofActive Modeand
much higher than the one ofWi-Fi PSM. Regarding energy,
BA-TAcontinues to be the most energy efficient algorithm,
due to its ability of switching a Wi-Fi station into active
mode only when by doing so a station can saturate the Wi-Fi
network.

4.3.3 BA-TA Performance with TCP Streaming and Web
Browsing

Although the focus of BA-TA has been on long lived TCP
transfers, we study in this section how BA-TA performs with
TCP Video Streaming and with Web browsing as compared
to other algorithms in the state of the art.
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Fig. 15 BA-TA performance with TCP Streaming. Confidence intervalsare not included because they were too small.
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Fig. 16 BA-TA performance with Web Traffic. The Web traffic model described in Section 4.1 is used in this experiment.

In order to study the performance TCP Streaming we
model theblock sendingTCP streaming delivery mecha-
nism used by YouTube [16], where an initial portion of the
video file is sent at the maximum speed to allow the client
to build its playback buffer19, and for the rest of the video
file the application throttles iself down and transmits at the
media encoding rate. In particular we will study how the
algorithms under study perform both in terms of streaming
throughput and energy efficiency when varying the media
encoding rate between300 Kbps and3.5 Mbps, using val-
ues that represent different YouTube profiles [28]. For the
sake of space we only report the results obtained in theFast
DSLscenario, although similar results were obtained for the
Slow DSLandWi-Fi Bottleneckscenarios. The algorithms
considered in our study are:Active Mode, Wi-Fi PSM, BA-
TA, PSM-TandBA-TA+Str, that isBA-TAwith an optimiza-
tion for TCP Streaming that will be described later.

Figure 15(a) illustrates the performance of the algorithms
under study, where we can see that all protocols are able to
deliver the required streaming rate, except forWi-Fi PSM
when the media encoding rate is large. The reason whyWi-
Fi PSM is not able to deliver the maximum media encoding
rate is its higher delay that is always rounded up to a multiple
of the Beacon interval. Regarding energy efficiency, Figure
15(b) depicts how theActive Modealgorithm is the worst
performing algorithm followed byBA-TA, whilePSM-T, Wi-
Fi PSM and BA-TA+Str, perform in a much more energy
efficient way. The reason whyBA-TApenalizes energy effi-

19 We use 10 seconds of buffer in our experiments

ciency in the case of TCP Streaming is that the application
does not offer enough load to saturate the DSL link, how-
ever having configuredratiomin = 0.9 BA-TA often tries
to reduce the used trigger interval, and even switches the sta-
tion to active mode, in order to try to increase the obtained
throughput. A simple optimization though, can be built on
top of Algorithm 2 that optimizes the behavior of BA-TA
with TCP Streaming. If during a given duration, that we con-
figure to be five seconds like in thePSM-Throttlingband-
width estimation algorithm [10], BA-TA observes that even
when reducing the trigger interval or switching to active
mode the experienced throughput remains stable, then when
computingratio (line 20 in Algorithm 2) BA-TA replaces
the estimated bottleneck bandwidth with the estimated ap-
plication throughput. This optimized version of BA-TA is
depicted in Figure 15 asBA-TA+Str.

Finally, Figure 16 illustrates the performance of Web
traffic. In this case we consider theActive Mode, Wi-Fi PSM
andBA-TAalgorithms, since thePSM-Talgorithm was not
designed for Web traffic. Figures 16(a) and 16(b) illustrate
respectively the average Web page download time and the
average energy consumption per Web page, when a Wi-Fi
station uses the different algorithms under study.The same
model for Web traffic used in Section 4.1 is used here.Since
Web traffic is mostly affected by latency, we only report the
results obtained in the RTT experiment for ourFast DSLsce-
nario. We can see in Figure 16(a) and 16(b) howBA-TA is
able todeliver Web page download times similar to the ones
of theActive Modealgorithm, at an energy cost similar to the
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one ofWi-Fi PSM. The reason behind the better performance
of BA-TA are the dynamics depicted in the lower part of Fig-
ure 10(b). As illustated in the figure, BA-TA converges to a
trigger interval small enough so that the delay experienced
by the web page significantly reduces compared to Wi-Fi
PSM. In addition, by sleeping between triggers BA-TA can
achieve very significant energy savings. Instead, when Ac-
tive Mode is used, the Wi-Fi stations spends large periods
of time idle and wasting power while waiting to retrieve the
objects of the web page.

5 Conclusions

Energy efficiency is becoming a matter of capital impor-
tance for the Wi-Fi technology to continue with its success-
ful development. In this paper we have studied, by means of
analysis and simulation, the effect that current Wi-Fi power
saving protocols have on the throughput/energy trade-off ex-
perienced by long lived TCP traffic. Our study unveils that
the efficiency of Wi-Fi power saving protocols critically de-
pends on the bottleneck bandwidth experienced by a TCP
connection.

Based on the obtained insights, we have designed and
evaluated a novel algorithm, BA-TA, that runs in a Wi-Fi
station, does not require any modification to existing Wi-Fi
standards, and using only information available at layer two,
significantly improves the performance/energy trade-off of
long lived TCP connections, whilst also exhibiting a notable
performance with Web traffic and TCP Streaming.

Several paths for future work may span from the work
presented in this paper. First, we believe that the insights
obtained in our study and the developed models may also be
applicable to other MAC technologies that actively buffer
data frames, like cellular technologies with power saving
capabilities, e.g. WiMAX or LTE, or even optical networks
like xPON. Second, while having presented a thorough sim-
ulative evaluation in this paper, the performance of BA-TA
needs to be assessed in real hardware. Third, given the mul-
tiple power saving algorithms existent in the state of the art
that target different traffic types or applications, a generic
solution is needed for mobile devices to be able to identify
the ongoing traffic at layer two and accordingly select the
appropriate algorithm. Finally, another matter that deserves
further study is to understand how the different power sav-
ing algorithms affect the fairness interactions between TCP
flows in active mode and TCP flows in power saving.
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Appendix

In order to simplify the analysis while capturing the essence
of the controller used in BA-TA we abstract the behavior of
TCP in the following way. We notice that the RTT experi-
enced by a TCP connection depends on the trigger interval
in BA-TA, int(n). Therefore, we assume that between inter-
val updates in BA-TA, a long lived TCP connection delivers
a throughput that is inversely proportional to the trigger in-
terval used by BA-TA, i.e.thr(n) = A

int(n) , whereA is as-
sumed to be a constant value in this simplified model (TCP
is assumed to converge within a time equal toTupdate ×

countmax), andn represents then-thupdate interval of BA-
TA. Under this premise, theratio value computed by BA-
TA in then-th interval update can be expressed as:

ratio(n) =
thr(n)

peak rate× ratiomin

=
B

int(n)

WhereB is again a constant. Now recall from Equation
8 that the error incurred by BA-TA in then-th interval update
can be computed in the following way:

error(n) = ratio(n) − ratiomin =
B

int(n)
− ratiomin

We can now see how the proportional controller used in
BA-TA evolves in time, noting that:

int(n+ 1) = int(n)(1 +Gerror(n)) =

= int(n)(1−Gratiomin) +GB

WhereG is the gain used in the control law. Therefore,
it can be proved by induction that:

int(n+ k) = int(n)(1 −Gratiomin)
k +

+ GB

k−1
∑

j=0

(1 −Gratiomin)
j =

= (int(n)−
B

ratiomin

)(1 −Gratiomin)
k +

+
B

ratiomin

Therefore, whenk → ∞ the selected interval converges
as(1 − Gratiomin)

k, where0 < ratiomin < 1. It is then

easy to see thatint(n + k) has the following convergence
properties ask → ∞:














G ≤ 0 → Unstable

0 < G < 1
ratiomin

→ Monotonic convergence
1

ratiomin
< G < 2

ratiomin
→ Oscillatory convergence

G ≥ 2
ratiomin

→ Unstable

Thus, when0 < G < 2
ratiomin

the controller is stable
and the selected interval converges to:

lim
k→∞

int(n+ k) =
B

ratiomin

Where, as seen in Figure 9, the selected interval logi-
cally converges to a value that is inversely proportional to
ratiomin. In addition, when the algorithm converges the
steady state error is:

lim
k→∞

error(n + k) =
B
B

ratiomin

− ratiomin = 0


